Corrigendum

This is with reference to release of TVNL Employment Notice No-01/2011 in various newspapers like Times of India (All Edition), Hindustan Times, English (All India), Hindustan Hindi (Jharkhand), Prabhat Khabar, Hindi, (Jharkhand) dated 24th December, 2011 and release of same employment notice in the Employment dated 07th January, 2012. It is to be informed to all the applicants that there has been an inadvertent mistake in the notice published in the employment news dated 07th January, 2012 wherein, Engineering HR (Experienced) has been published in place of Executive HR (Experienced).

Hence the following correction may please be noted by all the applicants,

CORRECTION

“Engineering HR (Experienced)” placed in fifth row and column first may please be read as Executive HR (Experienced)